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1. INTRODUCTION 
The paper considers a problem in degenerate parabolic partial differential 
equations, and several problems concerning the existence of invariant 
measures and moment estimates for Markov processes. Let x(t) satisfy the 
stochastic differential (Its) equation (see Doob [IO] or Dynkin [f 11) 
dx 1 Ax dt -}- Bg(x) dt -+ B dz, (1) 
where A and B are 12 x n and n x Y constant matrices, resp., and z(t) is a 
vector of independent Wiener processes, and g(x) is bounded together with 
its first derivatives. Suppose that the pair (A, B) is controllable (see Zadeh 
and Desoer [I] or Kahnan, Ho and Narendra [6]); i.e., the rank of 
[B, AB ,..., A+?R] (2) 
is n, and that (A, B) satisfies another mild condition (see Theorem 1). 
Then, we prove that (Theorem 2), for any initial distribution, x(t) has a 
continuous density for t > 0 and that the transition function G(x, 5, t) 
(sA G(x, 5, t) df =: P,,(x(t) E A)) is th e unique fundamental solution of 
(a/at-P)G===f (4 
where 3’ is the differential generator of (I) andI 
& + (x’A’ + g’(x) B’) grad, 
* I G 3 
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l The prime ’ denotes the transpose; grad, = [a/Z& ,..“, O/&x,1’. 
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X(t) is also a strong Feller process. 2 Also, uniqueness for the Cauchy problem 
for (3) is obtained. 
Furthermorc (Theorems 4, 5 and Corollaries) we give criteria under 
which the process x(t) is recurrent and has an invariant measure IL(*) (in 
which case p(e) h as a continuous density p(t) and G(x, 6, t) -> p(t)>, as 
t --+ co). A method for estimating the asymptotic values of the statistical 
moments of X(L) is given. The covariancc of y(t), whcrc cI~ = -4~ dt -1. B d,z 
(with y(0) given) is 
2(t) = St EAsBB’eA’fi ds. 
0 
A crucial aspect of “controllability” is that it is exactly equivalent toa 
L’(t) > 0 for each t > 0. Thus it implies that y(t) has a normal density 
wcx, 5 , t) = exP - (t - eAt4’ ,Wt&- @x)/2 (277)np (deW Z(t)) ’ 
WC do not require that 9 be elliptic (which implies controllability but 
not vice versa). Controllability of (A, R) seems to be a much more natural 
condition for many types of problems. For example, the important case (4) 
1 0 
* 
B’ =: 
[O, 0 ,...) 0, 11, .4 
=z i. 0 - 1 (4) 1 al---c& 
corresponding to the nth order (formal) equation 
is controllable [I], but the differential generator of the process dy = 
I/y dt -t B dz is certainly not elliptic. 
The condition of controllability is a perfectly natural one in applications 
to control theory; it implies that for any initial conditiony(O), and any T > 0, 
there is some function u(t) which takes the solution of 9 :.::z Ay + Bu to 
zero in time I’. Basical.ly, although H will not, in general, bc invertable, 
th.e dynamics of the system assure that all components of y(t) arc suitably 
* Letf(x) be a bounded measurable function and lTz the cxpcctation gwenj s(O) = x. 
If &j(x(t)) is a continuous function of x for cscb t > 0, then x(t) is a strong Feller 
process, (Dynkin [U]). 
YE > 0 means that X is positive definite. 
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effected by zl(t). In fact, it is generally desirable for control systems to bc 
“controllable’‘-for otherwise numerous design problems arise [I]. In (l), 
controllability guarantees that the noise effects each component of the state 
X(L) in an essentially independent way. In the control theory context, (1) may 
arise upon consideration of the “linear” system cl,v = LLh* tit -I H sl,n j- .Du dt, 
where u is to he chosen to be a suitable bounded control; then questions of 
the nature of the associated measures naturally arise. ‘i’he results also have 
applications to some of the partial difl’crential equations problems arising 
in stochastic control theory, and also to some general problems in degenerate 
parabolic and elliptic equations and associated numerical problems; but 
these will be pursued elsewhere. 
If the nonlinearity g(~) is not multiplied by B, then ~(1) may not be a 
strong Feller process (and, then, it may bc difficult to prove that continuous 
dcnsitics or invariant measure exist); for example, in 
it is easy to choose gr(x) = gl(xl , xi) so that I violates the strong Feller 
property, even though (A, B) is controllable. Some more general formulation 
is undoubtedly possible, provided additional restrictions are put on E(X). 
Also, (1) includes numerous cases of interest, such as where (A, B) arc given 
by (4), or the control problems where the “white noise” enters the “system” 
at the sarw points where the control enters. 
The results use and generalize previous works of Rhasminskii [3], 
I<hasminsltii and Ilin [4] and the author [2]. Further historical remarks arc 
contained in the sequel. Some other unrelated work on degenerate parabolic 
partial differential equations appears in Fleming [S] and Pichera [S]. Some 
recent work in criteria for existence of invariant measures (which cover a 
broader class of problems but are different from ours and not as complete 
for the cases considered here) are given by Denes [S]. \l’onharn [12], [.13] 
has also cons&red criteria for the existence of an invariant measure whcnr 
the di.flerential generator -L? is fully elliptic. 
2. THE EXISTENCE OF A SMOOTH FUNMMENTAL, SOLUTIGN TO (3) 
Lemmas l-3 and Theorem 1 establish some estimates that are needed 
to prove that (Theorems 1 and 2) (3) h as a unique smooth solution, and 
that (1) defines a strong Feller process. 
LEMMA 1. Let (A, B) take the form (4). Denote the components of Z(t) 
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and Z-l(t) by I and S(t), ~esp. Then, for each T < 00, there is some 
yeal number K so that &(t) < K/(t2@-“)+1) for t E [O, T]. 
Proof. For I > 0, Z(t) is positive definite and has a continuous inverse 
for each t > 0. Then, if the Lemma holds for t E [0,6] for some 8 > 0, 
then it holds for t E: [0, I’]. eA”B is the solution of f = Ax with initial condi- 
tion x’(0) = [0, O,..., 0, 11 and c,(6) o(s) < eASB < c,(S) v(s), where the real 
functions c&j) -+ 1 as 6 --, 0 and 
p-2 
0) = [(ns:;)! ’ (n _ 2)! ,...) s, 1 1 . 
‘Thus t2(t) S(t) < Z(t) < tl(t) S(t), where the real functions &(t) -+ 1 as 
t --z 0, and S(t) ~7 $, vu(s) o’(s) ds. The diagonal entries of Z-l(t) are bounded 
(above and below, resp.) by the diagonal entries of [&i(t) S(t)]-l (i = 2, I, 
resp.). Also, the diagonal entries of P(t) satisfy the bounds on uii in the 
statement of the Lemma. Then, since t%(t) -> 1 as t --z 0, there is some non 
empty t-interval [0, S] for which the Lemma holds. Q.E.D. 
In the sequel K and K,: are real numbers whose meaning may change 
from Theorem to Theorem. 
hMMA 2. Assume the conditions of Lemma 1. Then for any Jixed 01 in the 
open interval (0, 1) there is some K so that 
I avx, 5, t>P& I < KW(m, a& t)/(tn-i+1/2) (5) 
I aqx, & w% I < KJJ+& 4, t)/(t)1’2 
Proof. aW(x, 4, t)/& =: --v,(t) TV(x, 5, t) where q(t) is the jth com- 
ponent of Pr(t)(f - eA%) = v(t). Factor Z’(t) = M’(t) B(t) M(t), t > 0, 
where D(t) is diagonal (with entries d,(t) > 0) and M(t) = {mij(t)} is 
orthogonal. Write u(t) =z E -- e%, w(t) =.= D-l/2(t) M(t) u(t). Then 
TV(x, CT, t) = [exp - W’(t) W(t)/2]/[(2m)R/2 deNa Z(t)] 
v(t) = F(t) u(t) = M’(t) D-1/2(t) w(t) 
vj(t) = i mij(t) dF112(t) zui(t) 
i=l 
1 m,,(t) d;l12(t)j < < K,/(t”+++), 
where the last inequality is due to Lemma 1. Thus 
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< [Kl/(t”-‘f112)] f 1 w,(t)l(exp -z!(t) u;(t)/2)/[(:%r)n/2 detli’ z(t)]-” 
i=l 
< [,~~l(t”-j-~112)](exp --c&u’(t) w(t)/2)/[(2n)“la detl /a Z(t)]--’ 
< [K&” -j+-‘q] wpx, 0.5, t). 
Now denote eAt =.= (9Jt)) = Q(t). Then 
mp, 5, tyax, = - i (amyx, 5, q/a&) q&(t). 
i--l 
Ry expanding Q(t) as G(t) := I + At + ..* -I- &-rt’+‘/(n - 1)! .j-- *.a and. 
evaluating the i, nth entries for small t, it is easy to see that for any E > 0, 
there is a 5 .A 0 so that, for 0 < t < 8, 1 ~~,~(t)j < 1 + E ,... j cp,-r,,,(t)/ G 
(1 -j- c) t,..., j v&t)1 < (I -t l ) t”-r/(~z - l)! These estimates, together with 
the expression for aW(.x, 8, f)/a&, and the first assertion of the Lemma, 
yield the second assertion. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 3, due to Langcnhop [7], allows the “controllable” system 
.e = Ax $- Bu to be written as a coupled collection of systems, each essen- 
tially of the form of (4), and is basic to the results of the sequel.” 
LEMMA 3 (Langenhop [7]). Let (A, B) b e controllable; A is a71 n x n and 
.B an n x r matrix. Then there is a nonsingular tramformation x == QJ so 
that if 2 =: As -/- Bu, then 
j = Ay + hi 
where5 
All A,,--- A,,’ 
A22 I 
A"=; \ I 
\ ! 
0 A nn., 
d The author is indebted to P. L. Falb for acquainting biM with the ‘virtues of [*Ah 
5 The llzi denote the number OF scalar entries in the component. 
5051612-2 
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JJ; = [()...OO...O . . . goJ...o)] 
-- 
7ia2 mi mi-n % 
-0 0 1 0 
1 
1 : 
1 0 
1 1 .%I %ni 
The A,, are mi x mi matrices and m, + m2 + ..* f m, = n. The 6, aYe XeYo 
except for the nh -I-. a** + m,th entry, which equals one, and B is some n x (r - s) 
matrix. Write B -_ [P,..., b’] where the 6” are column vectors. Then s is some 
integer satkfying the condition: there exists some s columns of B, (bil,..., his), 
fey zohich 
(A, [bil,..., biS]) (7) 
is controllable, but if B, is a matrix whose columns are a proper subset of 
(bil,..., b”s), then (A, B,) is not controllable.e If i, = r, then all the colamans 
of B are required for (7) to be controllable, and B does not appear in i?. Let 
y1 be the vector of the$rst m, components of y, etc. Then 
THEOREM 1. Let the stochastic process x(t) be the solution of the stochastic 
dzrererentiul (I@ equation [/U], [II] 
dx = Ax dt -I- B dz 
where x(t) is a vector of independent Wiener processes, (A, B) is controllable 
and satisf;es condition’ (CO): For each column 6” (na == I,..., r), suppose that 
6 Clearly, in general, neither s nor the corresponding set b”r,..., b’s will be unique; 
for some values of s, there may be several different sets bil ,..., tic 
’ The Theorem is probably true without (CO), and has been verified in all cases 
checked where (CO) is violated. Theorem 1 still seems to include the more important 
cases of practical interest. (CO) dots not hold, e.g., where A is given by (4) and 
B’ = [: 0 Y ; 3 ; but here it can be verified without (CO). If (9) and (9a) remain valid 
without (CO), then so does Theorem 2. 
If (CO) does not hold, then the Theorem still holds if (BB’)-r exists. Then (BB’)t < 
k s: ~‘4s BE eA’* u!r for some real CO > K > 0 and some interval [0, 61. Then (BB’)t 
may be used in place of Z(r) in all the estimates of the proof. This is the elliptic case - 
for which all the results are, of course, standard. 
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theTe is some integer s < r and some cohmns h”? ,..., his so that (A, [bl”, bi?,. ., big]) 
is controllable, but LY the columns of R, are a proper subset of (bin, blz,..., his), 
then (A, B,) is not con.trollable. 
Then 
Remark on Teuninology. Define A&‘~~/(& bfJ/” as the operator which 
assigns, to a function Q(X), the derivative in the direction with direction 
cosines proportional to (bl,l, ,..., b,,,}. Then the left side of (9) reads 
j AY~,,PV(X, e, t)l. Provided that the directional derivative exists, .M,,Q(x) 
has meaning whether or not the partial derivatives a,/axi exist. In the 
sequel, when dealing with functions other than W(x, 6, t), the expression 
[&” (Q(x)/~x,) bsm] always will mean J&Q(x) whether or not the partial 
derivatives exist. 
Proof. The estimates (9) and (9a) are proved in an identical way and 
we only do (9). 10” If (A, B) takes the form (4), then (9) and (9a) are implied 
by Lemma 2. Suppose next that B has only one column and B’ = [b, ,..,, bJ. 
By Lemma (3) there is a nonsingular transformation x = Cy so that 
y =y-: ~[y rlt + .B dz where (A, B) have the form (4). Now 
exp - 1/2(E - &.c)’ Z-l(t)(tJ - enrx)/[(2r)n’a dePZ(t)] 
== exp - 1/2(p - e”y)’ z-l(t)(p - eXty)/[(2rr)Xila d.ePaz(t) l / det C I] 
‘;--- @(y, p, t)/l dct C 1 = W(Cy, Cp, t). 
where 
z;<t) = It eA”‘sB&e”fs ds, f = Cp. 
0 
By Lemma 2, 
But 
where we use &$/a~, = ciYb = bi (note that Ca = C[O, O,..., 11’ = B). 
Thus (9) holds when B has one column. 
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20. Let b”l = P. Using (CO), select Bie ,..., his, so that (A, [PI ,..., Pa]) 
is controllable, but if the columns of B1 are a proper subset of (PI,..., Pa), 
then (A, B,) is not controllable. Order the columns of B (and indices of 
the dz,) so that & := j, j = l,..., s. Then (Lemma 3), there exists a non- 
singular transformation x L= Cy so that Jy q = Ay dt -k 8 dz, where (A, 8) 
take the form (6). Define the vector q, whose first m1 components are pi, 
next m, components q2, etc. (see Lemtna 1 for definition of mi ,6,), where 
Then, using the mutual independence of the xi(t) processes, we see that* 
R(t) ST Cov q(t) < Cov y(t) L- z(t) and, hence, A-l(t) = (vi’(t)> 3 z-r(t) G 
{S(t)) and rii(t) > &(t). Now 
where Ri(t) = Cov qi(t). Define n, = ml, n2 = m1 + m2 ,..., n, = n == 
m, + *a* -k m, . Then, since R(t) is diagonal, and each Aii is of the form 
of A in (4, Lemma2 yields that yflinr < J&/t, z’ = l,..., s. Thus fins < K,/i. 
Next, note that, as in part 10, 
where we use cinj == bij . Thus we need only show that the term on the 
left is bounded above by K,@(ay, ap, t)/t r12. But, by repeating part of the 
argument of Lemma 2, WC have 
This, together with our estimate for ~?~i’&i g ves (9) for the given ordering 
of the columns of B. Since m = i was arbitrary, (9) is established as stated. 
Define” 
_i Q.E.D. 
-I- (Ax)’ grad, 
* Cov = Covariance. By Q > .P for positive definite matrices we mean that X’QX > 
x’Px for all vectors.x; note? that, if Q > P, then qii > p,; . 
o grad, = [a/ax, ,...! alaxn-jf. 
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Then 
PO == i C (z bii -&-)” + (Ax)’ grad, 
9 e 
= k 7 A+‘~ + (Ax)’ grad, 
2 = .J& + (II&’ grad, 
9’* denotes the formal adjoint to 9. Let tp(x, t) be an infinitely dxerentiable 
function on Rn x [0, T] with bounded support and p?(x, 2’) = T(X, 0) = 0. 
By a generalized solution to (a/at - de) U(X, t) = f(x, t), U(Y, 0) == h(x), we 
mean a continuous function U(X, t) satisfying U(X, 0) = h(x) and either 
(GS-I) or (GS-2) for all such q~(x, t). 
T - 
SJ 
drt ax u(x, I)(-a/at - z*) Tel t> = /: j dt dxf(x, t) q3(x, t) (GSA) 
0 
=: f’ ( dt dxf(x, t) cp(x, t) 
J 0 .I 
Of course; if the AZku(x, t) are continuous, then (GS-1) and .(GS-2) are 
the same. 
THEOREM 2. Let the pair (A, B) be controllable and satisfy condition (CO) 
of Theorem 1. Denote 01 = (“ii> = BB’ and let g(x) and its Jirst derivatives 
be bownded. Then there is a unique continutitis (for t > 0) Green’s function 
G(x, & t) for the operator (a/at - 9). 
ut = L?u + f(x, t) = [20 + (Bg)’ grad,] u -b f(x, t) (10) 
Also, for any 0 < 01 < 1, 
G(x, i t) < =JW, 02, t) (Ila.) 
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For czny continuous and bounded h(x) and f(x, t), (12) solves (10) i?l either 
sense (GS-1) and (GS-2) and tends to h(x) as t -+ 0. 
21(x, t> = j: j G(x, 5, t - 4 f (f, 4 dT dt -I- j G(x, 8, t) h(S) dt. (12) 
Proof. The proof is based on and generalizes Khasminskii and Ilin [4]. 
Supposc that U(X, t) is a solution of (10) satisfying condition (C): 1 ~(5, ~)j 
and each 1 gj(e) x:=1 uci(f, T) b, 1 are locally Holder continuous for 7 > 0 
and are bounded above by K,eQ1t12/(t1-C) where E > 0 and a is sufficiently 
small. Then, since W(x, I, t) is the fundamental solution10 for the operator 
(LJ/i?t - go), U(X, t) is a solution of 
4% t) = j; j W(x, 6 t - 4 f (6 4 dr dt + j” Wx, I, t) h(t) d5 
The proof shows that the solution of (13) is unique in the class (C); hence 
the solution of (10) is unique in this class. The form of (13) suggests that 
the fundamental solution of (10) satisfies (14). 
G(x, & t) = W(x, f, t) 
By a formal partial integration of (14) we get 
G(x, 6 t> = Wx, ~5 t> + j; j f%, ‘I, t - 4 G(rl ,E ,T> dT 4 (15) 
- W(x> 71s t> C S&I> b, - (16) 
i.i 
If the solution to (15) satisfies (1 I), it also satisfies (14) (i.e., the reverse 
partial integrations are valid). Conversely, any solution to (14) satisfies (15) 
provided that the integral in (15) is defined and W(x, 7, t - T) * G(q, f, T) --+ 0 
as 77 + co. Also, it can be seen from (15) that its solution is unique within the 
class (C). Then, within class (C), the solutions of (13) and (14) are the same. 
lo See Appendix. 
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Next suppose that G(x, E, T) satisfies (15) and (11). Then the function 
defined by (12) solves (13). This can be verified by substituting (14) into 
(12) and using, for .i = 1 ,..., Y, 
where the interchange of integration and differentiation is justified by (11). 
Also, (P 7) and the continuity of G(t, 7, T) and (11) and (11 a) imply the 
continuity and boundedness of the A&‘&X, t.). Then the results in the appendix 
concerning generalized solutions to (a/~% - q,) u -= f and tbc contirmity and 
boundedness off(q t), /Z(X) and J/&x, t) imply that 21(x, t) is a generalized 
solution to (10) in either sense (G,S-I) or (GS-2). Fur&r, vve note that (11) 
and (13) imply that A’~u(x, t) -+ &!Jz(x) as t -> 0 if ./Y&(X) is bounded 
and continuous. 
Next, using our estimates (9) and (9a), the proofs of existcncc, of continuity 
and of the estimate (11) for G(x, [, t) take precisely the form of the proof 
in [4], and we rewrite it for completeness. Define W(v, St, t) == G,,(x, 6, t), 
and Gn(x, [, t) by (see (15)) 
G&, 5, t) = Go(x, 5, t) -1 j: j C?(x, 7, t - T) G&y, E, T) do d7. (18) 
Using 1 G((x, E, “)I ~2 KG,(nx, nt, t)/P for any I > cy > 0, we have 
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where P(a) is the gamma function. Using these estimates, we 
series 
m 
see that the 
converges uniformly and solves (15). The bound (1 la) and the continuity 
of properties G(x, f, t) (for t > 0) are evident from (18)-(21). 
Now G&x, f, t) satisfies (1 lb). Suppose that GJx, 8, t) satisfies (llb). 
Then a partial integration in (18) is justified and we have 
Then, using the estimate (9a) one may differentiate (22) to obtain 
[c Gz+l,&, 5, t> bij] - [T Go,&, 6, t) &j-j 
I, 1’ 1 [C Go,& rl, t -- 4 b] [cg,($ %&I, 5,~) b] 1 d7 d+ (23) 
0 * j 
(23) implies that G,,+l(x, f, t) satisfies (1 lb). Also we may obtain the estimate 
G l-+2/2 + 1) 
(K7)n’1t”‘2 Go(olx, a[, t), (24) 
Then, using (9a) and (24) we see that the series (21) can be operated on by 
[xi b, L@xi] = J&‘~ term by term and, hence, (1 lb) holds. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 2. Then the function 
G(x, 6, t) is tke transition function of the continuous Markov process which 
satisjes the It6 equcition 
dx=Axdt+Bgdt+Bdz (25) 
where x(t) is a vector of independent Wiener processes. x(t) is a strong Feller 
process.ll 
llA process i(t) is said to be strong Feller process (Dynkin [ZI]) if &f@(t)) is 
continuous in x for any bounded measurable f(x). I?, is the expectation given that 
S(O) = x. 
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Proof. G(x, E, t) is obviously the transition function of some Markov 
process a(t). The differential generator of g(t) (and, of course, also of x(t)) 
is Y by the following argument. Let the real function h(x) be bounded 
together with its first and second derivatives. Let 
u(x, 1) = j G(x, f, t) h(t) df. 
Then U(X, t) and .A,u(x, t) are bounded and continuous by Theorem 2 and 
+ j;, dT j df W(x, E, t - T) i gh:(E) Jiqp(E, T) 
b-1 
11(x, 1) - h(x) 
-.-- 
t 
= L,u(~, t) = [j W&, .$, t> h(f) dt - h(x)]/t 
L&x, t) is uniformly bounded in (x, t) for 0 < t $1 ?’ < 03. The first termon 
the right tends to @r(r) and the second to limt+, x& gk(x) A&‘&X, t) == 
Ci=,i g,<(x) A?&(x) (see proof of Theorcm 2), which establishes the statement 
concerning 8. 
It can also be shown that G(t) is a continuous (w-p. 1) process. To do this, 
it is sufficient to show that, for a real number K and small t, 
s G(x, 6 t)l xi - & I4 de dKt2, i = l,..., n. 
Substitute (15) for G(x, E, t). Th e inequality is true for W(x, 5, t> replacing 
G(x, 5, t). With the use of (ll), it is straightforward to show that the 
inequality holds when the second term of (15) replaces G(x, [, t), and we 
omit the calculations. In addition Z(t) is a strong Feller process; this follows 
since G(x, E, t) is continuous in x and, for each t > 0 and bounded set S, 
there is an integrable function H(t) so that SU~,,~ 1 6(x”, E, t)i 5: H(E); thus 
E,Ef(Z(t)) is continuous in x for bounded measurable f(x). 
Consider the space C, of continuous bounded functions on En with the 
sup norm and which vanish at m. The weak infinitesimal operators of x(t) 
and a(t) coincide on a dense set in C, (on functions with bounded and 
continuous first and second derivatives). Thus (using the fact that the weak 
infinitesimal operator is closed) the weak infinitesimal operators coincide on 
the intersection of either of their domains with C,, . Then the semigroups 
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TL and pi (corresponding to x(t) and S(t), resp.) coincide on C, (Theorem 1.2 
[Zl]). Finally, using [II], Theorem 1.8, and the fact that .~XJ(SZ(~)) -b.f(~) 
and E&X(~)) ->f(~) as t + 0 for all f(x) E C, , we llave that the transition 
functions of .x(t) and a(t) arc the same. Q.E.D. 
3. LIAPUNOV FUNCTION CRITERIA FOR I~MJR~NCE, ERGODICITY AND 
VAr.ws 0F MOMENTS 
In [3], under conditions (Cl)-(C5), Kh asminskii showed that there exists 
a unique u-finite invariant measure for the process x(t)‘2 with stationary 
transition probability P(t, x, U). 
(Cl) For any E neighborhood lJ, of X, 1 -- P(t, X, UJ -- o(t) uniformly 
in X, for 2~’ in any compact set 
(C2) x(t) is a strong Markov process, and a strong Feller process 
(C3) P(i, X, U) > 0 for all open sets U and t > 0 
(C4) The paths of x.(t) arc continuous (with probability one (w.p.1)) 
(C5) .x(t) is recurrent; i.e., for some compact set I<, there is a random 
time 7 < 03 w.p. I. so that ,X(T) E K w.p.1. 
In case x(t) is a diffusion with an elliptic differential generator 9, he 
proved that a necessary and suffjcient condition for (C5) is the existence 
and uniqueness of a bounded solution to the exterior Dirichlet problem 
Z’u = 0 in I?” - G, where G is bounded and open, with a smooth boundary, 
and where arbitrary continuous boundary values arc assigned on aG. In [12], 
Wonham showed that Khasminskii.‘s criterion holds if there exists a con- 
tinuous (Liapunov function) V(x) > 0 in LP - G, and which satisfies 
2%‘(x) < 0 in LP - 6. 
As far as the author is aware, the ellipticity condition is seldom met in 
examples arising in control theory. ‘Theorem 4 proves that the recurrence 
criterion just mentioned is also valid in more general and more useful cases,13 
and the proof uses only probabilistic arguments (as opposed to the partial 
differential equation arguments of the references). Note that, since1-4 (Cl)-(C4) 
hold for the process of Theorem 3, Theorem 4 plus the conditions of 
Theorem 3 imply the existence of a u-finite invariant measure for x(t). 
Theorem 5 gives a criterion for a finite invariant measure. 
--.- 
IL The terminology is that of [3] or [I I]. 
ID e.g., Theorem 4 is valid for the common cast where (A, B) satisfy (4). 
I4 (C3) holds for the process defined by ~!y = dydt -k Bdz. Since g(.) is uniformly 
bounded, (C3) clearly holds for x(t) for suf5ciently small t. Then (C3) holds for x(t) 
for all t > 0. 
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Let x(t) be a right continuous strong Markov process. Let G and R,,i , 
m 3 2, be bounded open sets satisfying Rm+I 1 R, , R,, 1 IP; define 
1~7 = G + aG. Let R, 1 K :::I- G $- aG and denote Q!l,i = Ii,, - K. Define 
TV,,, =-I infit : x(t) # Qm> with T =: 0 if x(O) =: x 6 QnL and TV> = co if x(f) E QYn 
for all 0 ,:.E t < co. Define the sto$ped process q,,(t) by 
x&) :::: x(t), 0 < t <. Tr, 
&n(t) = X(T,), 79, -z < t. 
Then ~~~~(1) is a right contimous strong Markov process (Dynkin [II], 
Theorcm 10.2). Let A and A, be the weak infinitesimal operators of the 
processes x(t) and q,(t), resp., with domains %(R”) and .9(./Jr,), rcsp. 
TI-IIZOREM 4. Let x(t) be a right continuous strong Markov and strong 
Feller process. Let V(x) 2 0 be a. continuous function; suppose that J/(x) is 
scaled so that {x : V(x) -< 1) 7-i K has a non empty interior, and let V(x) + m 
as 1 x / ---t CO. Dejine Q,, = (x : m > V(x) > I]. Let15 V(x) E 9(&J and 
I(, V(r) 5; 0 for each m > 1. Suppose either (C3) or the weaker condition: 
for each x, there is some t > 0 so that 
P,{ 1 < I J+(Q)l < m] :< I -- x(x) < 1. (2f3 
Then x(t) is recurrent. 
Remark. (C3) and (26) hold for the process of Theorem 3. 
Proof. By the strong Feller property, Pa’,:{1 < 1 V(x(t))~ < m] is con- 
tinuous in x; hence 0 < a,,, = infxEv, a(.~) and we have 
I6 The term V(x) E 9(&J implies that a suitable restriction of V(x) to the state 
space of the stopped process x=(t) is taken. If x(t) is continuous, then the restriction 
is merely the restriction of V(x) to Qm -I- SQ”, . If x(r) is only right continuous we 
restrict V(x) to Q,,, + SQ,,, + essential range of V(X(T~)) for x EQ~ . In this case, 
we suppose that the essential range is bounded, so that sup V(X(T+,,)) :< Kl < w. 
lo The translation operator Ot is defined in [II], p. 8 1, and x[A] is the characteristic 
function of the set A. 
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where the last inequality follows by induction on n. Thus 
4~~ < 2 (n + 1) t/L* =c to. 
0 
Since A”, V(x) < 0 and L&T, < 00, Dynkins formula ([II], Theorem 5.1 and 
Corollary) yields that (using the fact that x(t) = xm(t) for t < T,) 
Then 
Pz{V(X(Tm)) < I} = Pz(X(Tm) E K) 2 1 - V(x)/m. 
Since m is arbitrary, the l,ast formula implies that there is some random 
time 7 < co w.p. 1. so that x(T) E K w.p. 1. Since V(x) -> co as 1 x 1 --t co, 
K is compact. Hence x(t) is recurrent. Q.E.D. 
Let x(t) be continuous. Let Gi and G with Gi 1 G be bounded open sets 
whose boundaries do not touch. Let x = x(0) E aG. Let s; be the (Markov) 
first time after 0 that x(t) E aG, , and s, the (Markov) first time after si that 
x(t) E aG; s, and sk , n = 2,..., are similarly defined. Khasminskii [3] shows 
that, under (Cl)-(C5), the Markov chain x(s,), n = l,..., with values on aG, 
has an invariant measure p(e) and that the unique u-finite invariant measure 
(p(a)) of the x(l) process is given by 
where s(B) is the total time spent in the set B in the interval [0, s,]. To 
show that p(e) is finite (hence normable to p(ER) = 1), we need only show 
that the sup of E&En) = Ez(sl) on i3G is finite. In the case where x(t) is a 
diffusion with elliptic differential generator, Khasminskii gave a n.a.s.c. for 
this, and Wonham [I.?] a weaker sufficient condition for Khasminskii’s 
sufficient condition. Theorem 5 and its corollaries generalize these results. 
THEOREM 5. Suppos< (Cl)-(C4). Let V(x) satisfy the properties of 
Theorem 4 except that AmV(x) < -h < 0 .in each Qm, for some constant 
h > 0. Then x(t) has afinite invariant measure. 
Proof. The terminology is the same as used in Theorem 4, except that 
(see discussion prior to Theorem 5) G = {x : V(x) < 1}, G1 = (x : V(x) < 2) 
and 7 == infit : x(t) E aq. R ecurrence (C5) is implied by Theorem 4. Then, 
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by Khasminskii’s result (see discussion prior to Theorem 5) we need only 
show that sup,& Ezsl < co. By Theorem 4, I$+-, < Mm < CXI for x EQ~,, 
(M, is a constant). Then, by Dynkins formula ([1Z], Theorem 5.1 and 
Corollary) and the fact that x(7,,) = x,(7,), 
V(x) = EJ(x(T~J) - Ez I’” &V(x(t)) dt ;> hQWi m !=I 
0 
By ‘I’heorem 4, there is a Markov time 7 < cc w.p.1, so that X(L) -+ al; 
as t -h T, for x = x(0) E En - G. Also, 7, t 7 w.p.1. Then, Jetting 7V,L f T, 
(27) yields I/(x)/h > EXT. This implies that E,c,;)(sl - si) < V(x(s;))jk == 2/h 
(si and S; arc defined prior to Th.corem 5). It remains to prove onIy that 
SUP,,~~ E& < co (i.c., that the maximum average time from aG to aGr, 
is finite). It is sufficient to show that E$ %< K < CO where + is the first 
exit time of x(t) from Gr and x varies over G. But, using (C3), the proof is 
exactly Jike the proof in Theorem 4 that Ez~r,i < co, and WC omit the repeti- 
tion of the details. QED. 
Corollary 1 is proved by making the obvious identifications between 9’ 
and the operators Jm of the stopped process (when acting on the V(X) of 
the Corollary). See, e.g., the details of a related problem in [2] p. 12-18, 
44-45. For processes defined by Theorem 3, some related calculations arc 
given in Corollaries 3 and 4. Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 3 and 
Corollary 1 and Doob [lo], Theorem 5. The latter reference proves that 
the distribution of a process, which satisfies (C3) and has an unique finite 
invariant measure IL(.), tends to p(a) as t -> co. 
COROLLARY 1. Su-pose (CJ ) to (C4). Let x(t) be a dzj@sion process, the 
terms of whose dz$&erential generator satisfy a local La’pschitz conditiofz. Let 
there exist a continuous function V(x) > 0, which is twice continuously dz$eel- 
entiable in its variables, and V(x) + CO as [ x / -+ XI, and 5%‘(x) < --A < 0 
in En, - G, for some bounded set G. Then x(t) has a jinite invariant measure. 
COROLLARY 2, Let ‘9 be the dtzerential generator of the pocess qf 
Theorem 3. Then, ;f there exists a function Y(x) satisfying the conditions of 
Corollary 1, there exists a finite invariant measure. The measure has a con- 
tinuous density .p(x) 
P(x) = j- /-@y) G(Y, x, t) 
and G(y, x, t) -+ p(x) as t -+ .oo. 
Corollaries 3 and 4 generalize the estimates given in [13] for elliptic 9 
and in 121, p. 50-52 for general processes. The proof is motivated by that 
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in [2], p. S&52. Corollary 4 gives more details on the condition imposed in 
Corollary 3. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose the conditzions of Corollary 2 and suppose that there 
also exists a function r(x) satisfJ&g the conditions of Corollary 2, except that 
Av(x) = -k(x) -j- c2, where k(x) > 0. Then E,k(s(t)) -+ cl2 < c” as t -+ co. 
Dejine r, = (t : iqx(t)) 3 m>. If” 
Ll Jil& E$(x(t n Tm))/t = 0 m-9 
therz &k(s(t)) -> c2 as t -+ co. 
Proof. Denote Qm = (x : r(x) < m}. On the space of bounded con- 
tinuous functions with bounded and continuous first and second derivatives, 
the weak infinitesimal operator of r(t) coincides with 8, the diRcrentia1 
generator. The weak infinitesimal operator of the process .qrL(t), stopped on 
first exist from Qm , also coincides with 9 on the (restriction to ,QnL + aQ,n 
of the) functions which are continuous, together with their first and second 
derivatives. By the same proof as that for E,T, < K < CO in Theorem 4 
(although the ~,,‘s are defined differently here, the proof is the same) we 
can show that Exr,, < Kl < co. Also r, -+ co here since there is no finite 
escape time. Then, Dynkins formula gives, for any t < CO, 
r(x) - Ez@& n t)) = E, ,rnt k&(s)) ds - c~E~(T~~, n t). 
Then, letting no --t 03, we may write 
V(x) - lim,, ;E,&Y(~~,~ n t)) = E%Ji k(x(s)) ds ---.- - 8 
t t 
=- : s” E&(s)) ds - c2 
0 
The Corollary follows since Ezk(x(s)) -+ sp(dx) k(x). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume the conditions of Corollary 3, except for (28). 
Suppose that there exists a nonnegative tzuice continuously d@erentiable real 
valued function f(r) satisfying f(r)/a+ 03 monotonically as g-+ co, and 
9f(V(x)) < $2 < co. Then (28) holds and E&x(t)) + c2 as t -+ co. 
Remark. The proof is motivated by that of [2], Chapter 2, Theorem 3, 
et. seq., for a related problem. The condition (28) guarantees that the family 
I7 t n s = min(t, s). 
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(indexed by (m, t)) @+,, n Q/t is uniformly integrable. A useful form 
of f(V) is f(B) = Plog(B -+ A) f or some large real 4. Sometimes a 
cruder, or larger, function;F(*) is suitable. See remark after proof. See [2], 
p, 115-118, p. 138-140 for a similar result for a related problem and its 
application. 
Proof. Use the notation of Corollary 3. Then, by Dynkins formula, fcr 
any t :.g cc (recall E,:T, < co, where T~,~ is defined in. Corollary 3), 
f(P(,)) - ~xf(r(.y(T,n t))) == -I:', jr' gf(P(,(,))) (is 
E,f(V(x(t n 7,J)) < f(l$)) + E',(t n T~J ctt2 
Thus, since f( p(x)) is fixed, 
Thus lim, lim,, KJ( F(x(~, n t)))/f(t) -> 0 and , since f(P) 3 1', (28) holds. 
Q.E.lJ. 
Remark on momenl estimates. As a practical rnattcr, it is usually impossible 
to find “Liapunov” functions which yield So ~7: ---A(x) -I- c’, if K(X) is 
given a priari. However, to obtain estimates, the method illustrated by the 
example may prove useful. 
Exumple. Let us consider the system of Theorem 2. Let V(X) .-:: .x’Qx, 
where Q >., 0. Let the eigenvalucs of A have negative real parts and choose 
Q > 0 so that A’Q -.I-. Q/I = ‘.” C where C :, 0 is given. First we show that 
all moments arc finite and lim Q+, lirn,,..,, EVS(~v(7.,rr,, f? t))/t -+ 0 for all s 2 1 1 
In fact, by Corollary 4, this follows from the evaluation 
.YT+) = d-(x) mYi” -/- s(s - 1) fi-“(x) c x’~BB’Qx 
k 
YV(x) = h(x) + tr QBB’ 
h(x) = (d/I’ A-- g’(x) B’) Q.x + x’Q(Ar -/- Bg)x)), 
since h(x) is of the order of -- x I2 as 1 x 1 --> co. Thus 
E&x(t)) -+ tr QBB’ 
as t -> co. Suppose one wants to estimate lim EsT12(t). There is a constant 
(x. > 0 so that [h(x) - axi2 + supz h(x)] > 0. Then from 
By(r) :.zz -q3 - [h(x) - ml2 +- sip h(x)] + s;p h(x) + trace QBB’ 
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we see that lim .?&~~~(t) < [sup, h(x) + trace QBB’]/cu. The object is to 
choose several Q and determine the one giving the smallest estimate of 
lim E,x12(~). In the case of scalar g(u) where u = c’x the function 
p(x) =-= x’Qx + k spg(u) d u may be useful, although we have not investi- 
gated it. 
COROLLARY 5. Let x(t) be the .process of Theorem 3. If the eigenvahes 
of A have negative real parts, then x(t) has an invariant measure for any 
nonlinearity g(x) which is bounded and has a bounded derivative. 
Proof. We only have to show that there exists a function V(x) satisfying 
the conditions of Corollary I. Consider 
dy = Ay dt -/- B dz 
where (4, B) is the same as used in Theorem 3. The differential generator of 
y(t) is g, . Under the hypothesis on the eigenvalues, for any positive definite 
matrix C, there is some positive definite P so that -C = A’P $- PA ([I4]). 
Let V(y) 1 y’Py. Then 2”y’Py = -y’Cy -I- m, where m : trace PBB’. 
Using V(x) for the process x(t) (where dx ==- Ax dt + Bg dt --I- B dz) yields 
2x’Px = (x’A’ + g’(x)) Px + x’P(Ax + g(x)) --t 171 
= -x’Cx + Y(X) -I- 777. 
r(x) = g’(x) Px + x’Pg(x) 
Since 1 r(x)I/(x’Cx> + 0 as x --f to, V(x) = x’Px satisfies the conditions ] 1 
of Corollary 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6. Let dx = Ax dt + h(x) dz -)- B dz, where BB’ has an 
inverse. Let h(x) satisfy a local Lipschitz condition. Then if there is a function 
V(x) satisfying the conditions of Corollary 1, the process has an invariant 
measure, 
Remark. Invertability of BB’ is equivalent to ellipticity of Z’. If h(x) 
satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition then [12] contains the result. 
Proof. x(t) is a strong Marltov process with continuous paths, and is 
defined up to the first time-of escape to infinity. Rut, the existence of such a 
V(x) implies that x(t) hasv.no finite escape time w.p.1. ([2], Chapter 2, 
Theorem 8). Denote QnL = {x : 1 x j < In}. Define 
dyln A Ay,,, dt + h,(y,,J dt + B dz, 
where h,(y) = h(y) in Qm ,, but is bounded and satisfies a uniform Lipschitz 
condition (depending on rn). Denote T,~‘= inf(t : j x(t)] > ~$1 and define the 
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process j?,?,,(t) : J1,,(t) = ym(t) = x(t), t < 7, and $m(t) is “killed” a.t t == P,,, 
(see [II]). The process y,,(t) satisfies (Cl) to (C3). Since neither ynl(t) no1 
x(t) has a finite escape time, this implies that x(t) satisfics (Cl j and (C3). 
Also yvr,(t) is a strong F&r process ([U]), Corollary to Theorem 13.1). 
Now let f(x) be a bounded measurable function with If( 5: 12. Then 
For x in any fixed bounded set K, the first term on the right is continuous 
(for all sufliciently large nz) and the second term goes to zero uniformly 
for x E K, as rp1 --f co since 711, -+ co w.p.1. as nz -+ co. Hence x(t) is a strong 
Feller process, and the Corollary then follows from Corollary 1. Q.E.13. 
4. h’PENDIX 
Let f(x, t) a.nd h( x ) 1 >e continuous and bounded functions. Define 
U(.Y, t) == u&, t) + u&, t) 
u,,(x, t) = (’ W(x ,& t) h(e) df (A-l) 
241(x, t) = j-j [ W(x, f, t - T)f(& T) dr dl$. 
.” 
Recall that W’(x, 5, t) is the transition function for the It6 process 
dy = Ax dt -I- B dx 
where zt is a vector of independent norm&cd Wiener processes. It is 
cl.ear tha.t ~a(x, t) is a classical solution to (a/at - 2”) u :r= 0 an.d satisfies 
u(x, t) + k(x) as t -+ 0. Thus uU(x, 2) is a generalized solution in tither the 
(GS-I) or (GS-2) sense, and we need only deal with ur(x, t). 
Let ~(x, t) be an infinitely differentiable real function with compact 
support in R” X [0, 1’1 and satisfying cp(x, r) -=. ~(x, 0) =: 0. Write 
r 
J-l 
,ul(x, t)(-a/at -- 2’*) p(x, t) dt dx 
n 
(A-2) 
505/6/2-3 
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where we define 
m,(f, T) = j dx s’ dt(-+t - cY*) p(x, t) . W(x, E, t - 7). 
7,.E 
Let E > 0. Via partial integration and use of 9(x, T) = 0 and 
(apt - PO) W(x, f, t) = 0 
we have 
45,~) = j- dx 1: dt p(x, 7 -k 4 n’(x, E, 4 
ti m&c, T) = m,(E, 4 = P,(& 4, 
which establishes that U(X, t) is a generalized solution in the sense of (GS-1). 
To establish that U(X, t) satisfies (GS-2), we merely require the continuity 
and boundedness of the J&‘&X, t), which is guaranteed by (9) and (9a) 
and we omit the details. 
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